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bluetooth handsfree-kit menu

file manager

3D european navigation 

DVD playback

EASINAV Drive FIAT Ducato

EASINAV Drive - the latest in high-end navigation systems.
Its car-specific design makes it not only perfect looking, but also 
it is perfectly technical integrated. For example it is possible to 
use the original steering wheel remote control.

To improve its handling, we designed a touchscreen gui which is 
not only fast but controlled intuitively. Please see the pictures 
right for more information. 

Featured highlights are a 3D navigation system with 46 european 
maps including premium TMC, specific truck software (e.g. for 
camper), radio with RDS, CD/DVD playback using all available 
formats, bluetooth handsfree kit with phonebook transfer and 
audiostreaming as well as USB and AUX connection.

It is possible to connect 2 displays for rear entertainment. The 
DUAL-zone function delivers different content for the front and 
rear passengers. With its 5.1 surround sound EASINAV Drive 
completes the cinematic experience.

Additional connection possibilities are a rear view camera, an 
external DAB- and TV(DVBT)-receivers, a 3G/ UMTS adapter for 
mobile web solutions and iPod and iPhone. Professional users will 
be happy with the integrated file manager which is also compati-
ble to most MS Office files. The device had a supplement switcher
for the rear view camera.

You get the best in sound with 4x50 watts music power which is 
supported from a 9-channel equalizer. Amplifiers can connect to 5 
channels incl. centerspeaker and subwoofer. 

We are excited to leave EASINAV Drive into the market. It's a 
fast and reliable navigation beyond comparison - try one, you'll 
be stoked! 

main menu
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supplement accessoires
rear view camera
AL-CAM 6 - owl

- voltage: 12V
- power input: 70mA
- temperature: -20 Grad - +50 Grad
- water protection: IP67/68
- light sensitivity: 0,5 LUX
- video angle: 108° H+V
- video out: cinch

colour shutter camera (motorized 
protective lid) with extremely large 
perspective (view on obstacles in the 
boundary area), microphone and IR 
Beamer for a very good night view (12 
LEDs).

size incl. bracket: 120 x 84 x 85 mm 

- sensor: 1/4 " CCD sensor
- voltage: 11-16V
- water protection: IP68
- infrared-LED: yes
- light sensitivity: 0 LUX
- video angle: 180 Ã
- colour: white
- microphone: integrated
- video out: cinch

rear view camera
AL-CAM 10 - clairvoyant

iPod/ iPhone

perfect infotainment for rear 
passengers with DUAL zone 

technology

figure similar
DVBT receiver

figure similar
DAB+ receiver

Tight, waterproofed, round small 
colour IR LED-camera with good night 
view incl. incorporated microphone. 
Ideal positioning e.g. for Sprinter, 
Crafter and Ducato!

size:13 X 5,5 X 9 cm

- sensor: Sony CCD
- supply voltage: 12V
- temperature: -20 ° C - + 70 ° C
- water protection: IP68
- light sensitivity: 0 LUX
- IR LED: 9
- video angle: 120°
- video out: cinch

rear view camera
AL-CAM 11 - rear end

AL-CAM 11

USB flash drive

DVBT-receiver

Our DVBT receiver offers you an 
excellent image quality even at high 
speeds achieved by our next genera-
tion diversity technology.

Digital radio for an excellent radio 
reception! With our new DAB+ 
receiver you have no perturbances but 
hundreds of radio stations. Hear the 
radio of the future! 

DAB+ receiver

figure similar figure similar
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